Why Another Interfaith Manifesto, This Time in 2017?

When I think about my predecessors, the rabbis who came before me at The Temple, I realize that I am standing on the shoulders of giants. In 1957, a year before our own Temple was bombed, eighty white ministers in Atlanta publicly endorsed what has been referred to as the Ministers’ Manifesto, denouncing racial segregation. The statement was published in the Atlanta papers and subsequently the New York Times. Rabbi Jacob M. Rothschild, our rabbi, was instrumental in the writing of that manifesto. He knew then—what we know today—that religious leaders must stand up to bigotry and hatred.

We live in challenging times. The need for interfaith support and cooperation is as important today as it ever has been. We all have strong feelings about the major issues of the day: the environment, the rights of minorities, safety and security, peace in the Middle East. Those who are wise realize that there are legitimate arguments on the other side, even if we disagree. Our lives are a balancing act between excessive modesty and excessive self-confidence. Sometimes, we feel our presence is too important to this world, and sometimes we feel our lives are no more important than anyone else’s.

When the scale tips towards arrogance, we risk becoming intolerant. Like most of us, I worry these days about fundamentalism—the belief that there is only one way. This does not mean we shouldn’t have strong faith. I am passionate about my Jewish faith. But, when that passion leads one to believe that there is only one way, only one truth, inevitably violence and death will follow.

The worst and most powerful idols we have today are not made of stone and wood. They are made of ideas. Is single-minded fanaticism a necessity for passion or can we have a multilingual view of God—the idea that God is not exhausted from a singular religious path? I’d like to believe that it is possible that Islam, Christianity, and Judaism could know of a God who speaks Arabic on Fridays, Hebrew on Saturdays, and Latin on Sundays.

Any ideology that embraces only self-importance violates human rights and leads to disastrous outcomes. Those claiming to be sole owners of wisdom terrorize us every single day. We live in a world that is threatened by those who are blind to the beauty of pluralism, who despise the idea of tolerance for other religions and ways of life, who have absolutely no faith in the rules of fair play. Our ancestor’s abhorred idolatry because they knew that nobody owns spiritual truth.

The challenge of American democracy today is the same challenge religious Americans face. This is the reason for the 2017 Atlanta Interfaith Manifesto.
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Worship Schedule:

**Friday, February 3**
- Shabbat Worship Service .................. 6:00 PM
- Meditation – Room 34 ....................... 7:00 PM
- The Well ......................................... 8:00 PM

**Saturday, February 4**
- Torah Study....................................... 9:00 AM
- Bar Mitzvah of Zachary Simonoff ...... 10:30 AM

**Friday, February 10**
- Shabbat Worship Service highlighting LGBTQ Advocacy (p. 4) ................. 6:00 PM
- Meditation – Room 34 ....................... 7:00 PM

**Saturday, February 11**
- Torah Study....................................... 9:00 AM
- Mini Shabbat Morning ....................... 9:30 AM
- Shabbat Worship Service............... 10:30 AM
- Mincha Bar Mitzvah of Maxwell Crow ...................................... 5:30 PM

**Friday, February 17**
- Shabbat Worship Service with guest speaker: Gavy Friedson................. 6:00 PM
- Meditation – Room 34 ....................... 7:00 PM

**Saturday, February 18**
- Torah Study....................................... 9:00 AM
- Bar Mitzvah of Jonah Wassersug ............................... 10:30 AM

**Friday, February 24**
- Shabbat Worship Service .................... 6:00 PM
- YoFi Service ....................................... 6:00 PM
- Meditation – Room 34 ....................... 7:00 PM

**Saturday, February 25**
- Torah Study....................................... 9:00 AM
- B’nei Mitzvah of Mattingly “Mattie” Kossak & Dylan DeSimone .......... 10:30 AM

For a full listing of services and other programs: WWW.THE-TEMPLE.ORG

Continued on page 9
### B’nei Mitzvah

- **February 4**
  - Zacary Aaron Simonoff
    - Son of Casey Simonoff & Andy Simonoff
- **February 11**
  - Maxwell Ian Crow
    - Son of Jordan & Kevin Crow
- **February 18**
  - Jonah Matthew Wassersug
    - Son of Dara & Mark Wassersug
- **February 25**
  - Mattingly Isabelle Kossak
    - Daughter of Dan & Janie Kossak
  - Dylan Martin Desimone
    - Son of Elaine DeSimone & Jon P. DeSimone
  - Samantha “Sam” Siegel
    - Daughter of Kathy & David Siegel (At an Off-site Location)

### Mazal Tov!
- Daniel Glynn Brennan and Laurence Matthew Weinisch on their marriage
- Lewis & Joanie Shubin of the birth of their grandson, Charlie Benjamin Light born to Molly and Andrew Light and to great-grandparents, Marilyn and Josh Shubin
- Taylor and Samuel Shapero on the birth of their daughter, Madeline

### May Their Memory Be For a Blessing
Our Heartfelt Sympathy to the Families of:
- Margaret Jaffe Goldberg (Mother of Judy Pollock)
- Dr. Harold Gussack (father of Pamela Abrams and Gillian Gussack)
- Sheila B. Rothman (mother of Janet Brody)
- Stephanie B. Manis (wife of Bob Manis and mother of Lisa Vayle)
- Michael Gale (father of Suzanne Rubini)
- Phillip Fishbein (grandfather of Daniel Fishbein)
- George Jones (husband of Ann Jones and father of Robin Phillips)
- George Thomas (uncle of Brad Baker)
- Gerry Scheer (wife of Fred Scheer, mother of Barbara Eason)
- Richard Griffin (husband of Susan)
- Sala Winter (mother of Mark Winter)

### Our Newest Members
- Madeline & Noah Bader | Alexander & Eleanor Bader
- Nichole Millikan & Alex Goralnik
- Una & Mark Newman
- Shelly & Matt Stone | Jack Stone
- Deborah Schwartz Griffin & Jim Griffin

### Torah & Haftarah

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Parsha</th>
<th>Books and Chapters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 4</td>
<td>Bo</td>
<td>Exodus 10:1-13:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremiah 46:13-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 11</td>
<td>Beshalach</td>
<td>Exodus 13:17-17:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judges 4:4-5:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 18</td>
<td>Yitro</td>
<td>Exodus 18:1-20:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Isaiah 6:1-7:6; 9:5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 25</td>
<td>Mishpatim</td>
<td>Exodus 21:1-24:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II Kings 12:1-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YoFi Shabbat
Friday, February 24
YoFi Shabbat is a worship experience for young readers. Services are led by a rabbi and song leader and are followed by a dinner catered by Willy’s. February’s YoFi is hosted by the TBRS Kindergarteners.

To register for dinner, please visit www.the-temple.org by February 22:
- Members: Ages 10 years and up $12; 2-9 years $10, under 2 are free
- Guests: Ages 10 years and up $15, 2-9 years $12, under 2 are free

Questions? Contact Kara Hoffman at khoffman@the-temple.org.

PURIM!
Sunday, March 5, 2017
10 and 10:45 AM
Spiel “Esther and the Beast” performed by Sheer Kef (TBRS Youth Performers)
11:00 AM
Entrance to Carnival for Tots
11:30 AM
Early Dismissal for RS, Carnival Open to All

FUN FOR EVERYONE!
Dunk the Rabbi, Food, Prizes, Games, Moon Bounce
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Young Professionals Programs

**THE WELL TURNS THREE!**

**Friday, February 3 @ 8:00 PM**

Join Rabbi David Spinrad, Sammy Rosenbaum, and our musicians for a special Shabbat evening service. It has gone by quickly, and we want to celebrate three with you three dynamic years as Atlanta’s premiere Jewish gathering place for music, prayer, socializing, and community. Raise a glass with us to celebrate what The Well has become: a continuing evolution and experiment in Jewish prayer that strives to be resonant and inclusive for people of all levels of familiarity and comfort with the service and with Judaism. Gather with us in the Covenant Chapel as we sing and pray and talk about what we aspire to be: A valued center of Jewish community where we have the opportunity to connect to something greater than ourselves and fulfill our potential as a community.

**STORYWELL AT THE PORTER**

**Wednesday, March 8th @ 7:00 PM**

Storyboard at The Porter (1156 Euclid Avenue). “Resilience” is our theme for the fourth installment of StoryWell for young professionals and if you have a story of resilience and grit that is personal, candid, and worth telling, we want to hear from you! The four-part process is simple and works like this: 1) Participate in a storytelling boot camp with master storyteller Jay Golden 7PM-9PM at The Temple on Monday, February 13; 2) partner with another storyteller from your cohort to practice your story 3) Meet once with either Rabbi Spinrad or Rabbi Medwin to polish your story 4) Bring your friends to The Porter at 7PM on Wednesday, March 8th and share your story of resilience! The Porter is a small venue and this event sells out every time, so if you are interested in attending, don’t wait. To sign up as a storyteller or to join the audience, email Summer: sjacobs@the-temple.org. Cost is $10.

Beineinu: The Two of Us

**A RETREAT FOR YOUNG MARRIED COUPLES**

**Friday, March 31 to Saturday, April 1, 2017 • Lanier Islands Resort**

This retreat, facilitated by Rabbis Lapidus and Medwin, is for couples who have been married within the last three years and do not have children. Subsidies are available for interfaith couples. For more information about the program and registration, please contact Rabbi Lapidus at llapidus@the-temple.org. We are also gauging interest in a parallel track for those married within the last seven years (attending without children)—if you would be interested, please email Rabbi Lapidus.

Sandwich Salon

**Tuesday, February 21, 2017 • 11:45AM-1:15PM**

We all love our stuff! Have you wondered if Grandma’s favorite teapot, which looks JUST LIKE the one that sold on Antiques Roadshow for LOTS of money, is the real deal?? Join us for Sandwich Salon and some inside info! Our guest will be Amanda Everard, President of Everard Auctions and Appraisals, which sells fine art, antiques and collectibles in quarterly online auctions. Go “Behind the scenes at The Antiques Roadshow and learn what to do with all your stuff!” For more info on Everard Auctions and Appraisals, follow the link: Everard Auctions. Please RSVP by February 14 to Joya Schmidt.

Engage @ The Temple

**ADULTS ONLY!**

**SATURDAY, MARCH 11**

It is awards season and we’re rolling out the hottest red carpet from Atlanta to Shushan! Join us for the Golden Domes as we celebrate the best of movies, TV, music, and of course, The Temple. This will be a glamorous night that’s not to be missed, so mark your calendars, grab your festive attire, and don’t miss the event of the season!
Caring at The Temple

Our Caring at The Temple program reaches out to fellow congregants during times of hardship or pastoral need, providing homemade chicken soup and challah to members who are bereaved, ill, recently discharged from the hospital, or are celebrating the arrival of a new child. We have delivered more than 500 soups, and nearly every step of the program—from soup preparation, to delivery (within your zip code), to letting us know about fellow congregants in need—is led by members of our congregation.

Thank you to our Caring at The Temple volunteers who delivered soup this month: Susan Banner, Arlette Berlin, Sandy & Duane Cox, Scott Edlein, Ellen Fruenthal, Craig & Hope Kaufman, Lynne & Tom Keating, Hank Kimmel, Linda Levy, Wendy Lipshutz, Denny Marcus, Deborah Maslia, Judy Maziar, Rabbi Lydia Medwin, Sharyn Mulqueen, Valerie Needle, Arlene Presser, Stanley Romanstein, Ellen Schwartz, Debbie Shelton, Jenna Shulman, Marcy Solmon, Jill Spasser, Shanya Steinfeld, Ronnie van Gelder, Jessica Landisman Williams.

To be a part of this program and to fulfill the mitzvah of bikkur cholim (visiting the sick) or to let us know who needs soup, please contact Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org or 404-873-1731.

Zaban Paradies Center

The Zaban Paradies Center has some great opportunities for Temple members who would like to volunteer this winter.

Every third Friday, we host the Happy Hearth social event from 5-6:30 PM. Light music, refreshments and networking with the residents.

The lunch program needs volunteers as our goal is to have a healthy bagged lunch for our residents everyday.

Also, we need volunteers to help with the job readiness program who can lend business skills and coaching to the residents in search of employment. The first class of graduates from the ZPC job readiness program resulted with 5 residents obtaining employment.

For more information about volunteer opportunities, please contact the center at 404-872-2915 and ask for Marc Green.

The Esther Bleich Scholarship

The Temple's Esther Bleich Scholarship Fund was established in 1978 by Dr. Jack K. Bleich in memory of his mother. Ever since, it has been awarding grants or loans to worthy and deserving members of the Atlanta Jewish Community who are pursuing a college education. Applications may be obtained by contacting The Temple office at 404.873.1731. The Deadline for submitting applications is March 31 of each year.
Contributions of Support

Rabbis’ Discretionary Funds
In Memory of:
Stan Alperin
Bruce & Penina Richards
L.D. Coddon
Sara & Paul Steinfeld
Michael Gale
Faye & Brian Maloney
Beloved mother,
Margarete Jaffe Goldberg
Judy Pollock & Helen Goldberg
Gertrude Golden
Brenda Raymon
Frank Green
Terry Ney
Richard Herzog
Rick Herzog & Dr. Laura Kibler-Herzog
George Jones
Janet & Milton Dortch
Dorothy Katz
Adrienne & Tim Boyer
Pauline “Peshi” Koenig
Elaine & Ronald Koenig
Bert Lewyn
Michael Lewyn
Beloved father,
Abraham Moses Lourie
Adam & Cindy Lourie and Family
Stephanie Manis
Joan & Donald Brown
Marilynn & Bob Crow
Dr. Bruce & Amy Edelstein
Elaine & Ronald Koenig
Frank Nochumson
Brenda Raymon
Stanley Newman
Dr. & Mrs. Eugene Davidson
Barry Phillips, Sr.
Phillips Family
Beloved father,
Louis Pintchuck
Terry Ney
Beloved mother
Sheila Rothman
Janet & Richard Brody
Sheila Rothman
Abbie & Marty Margolies
Beloved husband,
Benno Rothschild
Babette Rothschild
Gerry Scheer
Joan & Donald Brown
Beloved mother and grandmother,
Sonia W. Schwartz
The Schwartz Family
Nina & Bill Schwartz III
Katie Schwartz & Bill Schwartz IV
Joyce & Jay Schwartz
Tracy & Eun Stillman and family
Allison Schwartz & Derrick Farnham and family
Terry & Bobby Schwartz
Colby Schwartz & Caroline Wainwright & family
Clay & Brad Ellish
Sonia Schwartz
Virginia Hein, Jackie Wolf
Bettie Spector
Faye & Brian Maloney
Dave Wolf, Jr.
Carolyn Wasser
Marcia & Larry Spielberger
Harold Yudelson
Virginia Hein
In Honor of:
Rabbi Peter Berg
Ann & Dan Rosenthal
Bat Mitzvah of my granddaughter, Grey Cohen
Lillie Janko
Wedding of our daughter, Emily to Chase Warden
Lauren & Jim Grien
Recovery of Ellen Holland
Anta Romm
Birthday of Sidney Kirschner
Jack Kerker
Our grandchildren
Barby & Bert Levy & Family
Naming of our grandson, Charlie Benjamin Light
Joanie & Lewis Shubin
Marriage of Sam Massell & Susan Gordy
Anta Romm
Bat Mitzvah of Amit Rau
Elaine De Simone
Rabbi Steven Rau
Dr. Bruce & Amy Edelstein
Recovery of Patty Reid
Anta Romm
Recovery of Scott Selig
Anta Romm
Barbara & Alan Smith
My Retirement
Susan E. Shapiro
Naming of our daughter, Madeline
Taylor & Samuel Shapero
35th anniversary of Joyce & Sonny Shlesinger
Anta Romm
Birthday of Alan Smith
Carolyn Wasser
Rabbi Alvin & Barbara Sugarman
Barbara Scheer-Eason
Birthday of Sue Tancill
Barbara & Alan Smith
In honor of our daughter, Ella’s Bat Mitzvah
Cathy & John Zedd
Recovery of Suzie Zweig
Anta Romm
Donations:
Pamela Ehrenberg
Jane, Gole, Richard B. Herzog, Jr.
Doug & Andrea Spear
Cantor’s Discretionary Fund
In Memory of:
Sonia Schwartz
Herbert Cohen
Della Feingold
Irene Rothstein & Donna Rothstein
Judge Stephanie Manis
Janet & Milton Dortch
Sheila Rothman
Janet & Richard Brody
In Honor of:
Bat Mitzvah of our daughter, Ella Zedd
Cathy & John Zedd
Our 85th Birthdays
Elaine & Barry Potlock
Cantor Deborah Hartman
Ann & Dan Rosenthal
Adult Education Fund
In Memory of:
Stanley Alperin
Ray Ann Kremer & George Shapiro
Judge Stephanie Manis
Stacy & Ed Hyken, Barbara Scheer-Eason
Eileen Lange
Stacy Lange
Gerry Scheer
Harriet & Sam Draulock
Jan & Dennis Rice
In Honor of:
Birthday of Sophia Hyken
Stacy & Ed Hyken
Bat Mitzvah of Amit Rau
Ruth & Lawrence Menter
Arthur Light Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Celia Saul
Paula & Stuart Light
Barbara W. & Betram L. Levy Family Garden Fund
In Memory of:
Dave Wolf, Jr.
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Our parents,
Barbara & Louis Levy
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Our parents,
Jean & Herbert Weinstock
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Sonia Schwartz
Barbara & Bertram Levy
In Honor of:
Recovery of Stephanie Karpas
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Recovery of Ellen Holland
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Recovery of Patty Reid
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Recovery of Simone
Nehem, daughter of Joyce & Henry Schwob
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Blessing of our
Grandchildren Louisa
Claire Heimermann,
Eleanor Bea Heimermann,
Lillian Jean Limpert,
Henry Roland Limpert
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Community Services Fund:
In Memory of:
Michael Blank
Scott Chalk
Judge Stephanie Manis
Ronnie van Gelder
Gerry Scheer
Ronnie van Gelder
Esther Bleich Scholarship Fund
In Memory of:
Francis E. Emery
Barbara Fishman
Judge Stephanie Manis
Dianne Ratzowsky
Sylvia Kaye
Dianne Ratzowsky
Gerry Scheer
Fayn Frankel
In Honor of:
Recovery of Sharon Haber
Dianne Ratzowsky
Recovery of Ilene Engel
Dianne Ratzowsky
Bat Mitzvah of Amit Rau
Fayn Frankel
Bat Mitzvah of Dahlia Spinrad
Fayn Frankel
Birthday of Helene Zusmann
Bea & Bruce Feiman
Freddy Loef & Carolyn Skalla Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Carolyn Skalla
Laurie & Marc Skalla
Haskell R. Boyter Memorial Music Fund
In Memory of:
Zimmie Frank
Cookie & Milton Frank III
Sam J. Arnowitz
Cookie & Milton Frank III
In Honor of:
Birthdays of our parents,
Elaine & Barry Potlock
Fran & Taylor Putney
Henry Bauer, Jr. Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Maxine Lapat Bauer
Judy Cohen
Holland Youth Library Fund
In Memory of:
Debbie Roos Hoppenfeld
Barbara & David Roos, Jr.
Judge Stephanie Manis
Ellen & Jack Holland
Mildred Cohen
Nancy & Jim Dykhous
Jackie & Tony Montag 50th Anniversary Fund
In Memory of:
Jane Montag
Jackie & Tony Montag
Judith L. Kirshner Fund
In Memory of:
Birthday of Sidney Kirshner
Barbara K. Abend
Lenore E. Gold Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Earl Donald Sisson
Barbara & Burton Gold
Lauren & Jim Grien
Dr. David Steinberg
Barbara & Burton Gold
Dave Wolf, Jr.
Barbara & Burton Gold
Lauren & Jim Grien
William Gold
Barbara & Burton Gold
Flossie O’Gara
Barbara & Burton Gold
Artur Kanfer
Barbara & Burton Gold
Harold Yudelson
Barbara & Burton Gold
Jimmy Pepper
Lauren & Jim Grien
Boris Kopelov
Lauren & Jim Grien
Frank Nochumson
Barbara & Burton Gold
Sonia Schwartz
Barbara & Burton Gold
Lauren & Jim Grien
Lewis Wayne
Barbara & Burton Gold
Barbara Turner
Barbara & Burton Gold
In Honor of:
Birth of Carol & Larry Isaacs's new great granddaughter
Judith & Mark Taylor

LOWENSTEIN YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of:
Abraham Laurie
The Schneider Family
Brady Resnik
Arlene & Marty Stein

DONATION:
Joel & Irwin Lowenstein

PETE CLARK MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Pete Clark
Robyn Tanenbaum & Shirley Bernes (Flower Buds)

PIKE FAMILY ORGAN FUND
In Memory of:
Bonnie Pike
Les Novitsky

PRAYERBOOK (NEW HIGH HOLY DAY PRAYER BOOK) & WORSHIP ENRICHMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Pete “Ivyoo” Clark
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau
Our Grandparents
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau
Esta Nowalsky Rau
Annette & Jack Rau

Jerry Wolk
Barbara & Hank Kimmel

Gerry Scheer
Gail & Allan Ripans
Richard Mackelfresh & Associates

Joseph Korman
Sandy Linver & Bud Korman

In Honor of:
Sheri & Brad Baker
Zach Oppenheimer

Temple Clergy
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Temple Staff
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Judy Cole
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

The Temple Teachers and Tutors
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Our Children
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Our Parents
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Amit Rau's Bat Mitzvah
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Lonnie Fitzgerald
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau

Retirement of
Mary Anne Fry
Norma Gallow

SENIOR TRANSPORTATION FUND
In Memory of:
Liese & Frank Kaufman
Rita Loventhal
Dorothy Selig Joel
Sue & Mike Tancill

In Honor of:
Birthday of John Hirsch
Sue & Mike Tancill
Birthday of Alan Smith
Sue & Mike Tancill
Birthday of Margie Holland
Bea & Bruce Feiman

SONIA’S PLAYGROUND FUND
In Memory of:
Sonia Schwartz
Douglas Ellis
Patty & Doug Reid
Ilene Engel
Studie & Zach Young
Nancy & Wayne Freedman
Elinor Breman
Kathleen &Gary Rollins
Mynel Yates Dubose
Linda & Steve Selig
Cathy & Steve Kuranoff
Dr. Sheldon & Judy Markowitz
Helene & Mark Popowski
Kim & Tom Noonan
Sara & Donald Chapman
Laraine & Lowell Fine
Barbara &Martin Pollock
Elizabeth & Thomas Holder
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Gray
First Florida Integrity Bank
Rose & Mike Haber
Cotton Alston
Catherine & Steven Fox
Mr. & Mrs. Michael L. Keough
Sally & Sam Coolik
Cynthia & John Ethridge Jr.
Joyce & Gary Tice
Laura & Donald Flinn
Merrill & Mike Stern
Barbara & Alan Cohen
Mary Ann & Bobby Kaplan
Brenda & Mark Lichtenstein
Perry J. McGuire
Julie A. Sebastian
Barbara S. Duke
Ellen Arnovitz & Michael Flasker
Shel & Michael Mohr
Sara & Robert Franco
Barbara & Alan Cohen
Louise & Edwin Rothberg
Janet & Bruce Beerman
Joan & Stanley Scrochi
Viki & Paul Freeman
Stephen M. Forte
Deanne & Julian Mohr
Anne M. Ballard &
Dr. Wiley Perry Ballard III
Sabrina Ismaier
Zane Dodd
Luke P. La Valle
Pres. of American
Capital Management
Virginia & Milton Saul
Susan & Jim Shaffiner
Helen M. Regenstein
Everette Dofiermyre
Phyllis Kozarsky & Eliot Arnovitz
Barbara & Sanford Orkin
Janet Selig & Jeff Bernstein
North Georgia National Bank
Jennifer Glazer Malkin
Michele Glazer Hirsch
Benita Baird & Ron Barab
Bobbie & Jon Golden
A.J. Weinberg
The Schwartz Family

In Honor of:
Recovery of Ilene Engel
Joyce & Jay Schwartz
40th Anniversary of Judy & Barry Frankel
Joyce & Jay Schwartz

DONATION:
Anonymous

TEMPLE BREMAN RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
In Memory of:
William Breman
Elinor Breman
Carol & Bob Nemo
Sylvia Breman
Carol & Bob Nemo

In Honor of:
Recovery of Ellen Holland
Elinor Breman
Bat Mitzvah of Amit Rau
Stacy & Ed Hyken
Valerie & Bill Needle
Barbara Scheer-Eason

DONATION:
Jill Spasser

TEMPLE ENDOYMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Dave Wolff, Lawrence
Linda & Steve Selig
Cathy & Steve Kuranoff
Carol & Larry Cooper
Carlene & Bernard Cristal
Irwin Prevor
Marilyn Prevor
Earl Sisson
Amie & Fred Herbert

Jimmy Pepper
Amie & Fred Herbert
Wendi & Adam Aspes
Beatrice Marcus Smith
Deborah Smith & Joel Lobe
Dr. Harold Gussack
The Temple Board of Trustees
Barbara & Melvin Seligman
Barbara & Hank Kimmel
Shirley Gussack
Barbara & Melvin Seligman
Judge Stephanie Manis
The Temple Board of Trustees
Carole & Nathan Metzger
Sheila B. Rothman
The Temple Board of Trustees
Lillian Katz Rosenthal
Ann & Dan Rosenthal
Richard I. Orloff
Harriet Lewis
Rosalind Flax
Wendi & Adam Aspes
Lois D. Kimmel
Barbara & Hank Kimmel
Philip Fishbein
The Temple Board of Trustees
Michael Gale
The Temple Board of Trustees
Henry B. Karp
Betty Karp
Arthur Kanfer
Jane Zwig
Aleon Deitch
Barbara & Hank Kimmel
Loretta Silvermintz
Sharon & Howard Silvermintz
George Jones
The Temple Board of Trustees
Marilyn & Josh Shubit
Richard Griffin
The Temple Board of Trustees
Gerry Scheer
The Temple Board of Trustees
Gail & Allan Ripans
Esther Rosenthal Fein
Ann & Dan Rosenthal

In Honor of:
Marriage of Sam Massell & Sandra Gordy
Robert Kleinberg
Birthday of Vera Eilman
Myrna Klinger
Retirement of
Mary Anne Fry
Diane Miller
Jeffery Hohner
Judy Deason
Christine Sheaffer
Judy Tucker
Juliana & Joe Lerner
Jeffery Koeing
Bat Mitzvah of Amit Rau
The Levy Family
Amie & Fred Herbert

Bat Mitzvah of
Dahlia Spinrad
Amie & Fred Herbert
Our grandchildren,
Jon & Charles Chizzolin
Eylene & Donald King
Birthday of Betty Lipshutz
Marilin & Josh Shubit
Recovery of Patty Reid
Bobbie & Jon Golden
Recovery of Ilene Engel
Bobbie & Jon Golden

DONATIONS:
Jamie Kaye & Twyla Rouse

TEMPLE LIBRARY FUND
In Memory of:
Judge Stephanie Manis
Leona Young
Dr. Harold Gussack
Linda Klein
Gerry Scheer
Linda Klein

In Honor of:
Recovery of
Billy Bauman
Margaret & Alan Abrams

WEINBERG EARLY LEARNING CENTER FUND
In Memory of:
Sonia Schwartz
Marsha Cintorino
Shirley Wender
Margaret & Ira Rachelson
Susan & Dale Schwartz
Group Donation: Ann & Jay Davis, Carol & Larry Cooper, Billie Greenberg, Judy & Marty Kogon, Glenda & David Minikin
Judge Stephanie Manis
Susan & Dale Schwartz

In Honor of:
Elizabeth Graubart
Jeffrey & Linda Graubart

ZABAN PARADIES CENTER
In Memory of:
Adele Bragar
Davie Kuniansky & Family
Irv Fagin
Karen & Tom White
Jose Friedman
Rochelle Friedman
Meyer Kelmachter
Jan & Mark Kelmachter
Harry Kuniansky
Davie Kuniansky & Family
Milton Kuniansky
Davie Kuniansky & Family
Adele Leifer
Davie Kuniansky & Family
Nathan Lipson
Sara & John Shlesinger
We appreciate all donations & suggest a minimum of $10.00 per acknowledgement. Donations can be earmarked to one of our various donations funds. For more information on the various funds and their purpose in funding The Temple’s legacy and operations, please contact Rita Zadoff at 404-873-1731. You can make donations in person, over the phone, or via our website at THE-TEMPLE.ORG
Manifesto: to fashion a way that incompatible faith assertions can still talk with each other and still learn from one another. What is needed most in our world is to speak to our neighbors of different faiths—not with authority—but with reasoning; not with quotation—but with common ground.

Religion is still the logical grounding for our democracy, but we must learn to speak to one another in ways that we can each hear, in words that allow for learning and growth and even disagreement. This task is, in no small part, the last, greatest hope in our humanity.

In Jewish tradition, we have over seventy names and attributes for God. One of them is Adonai Tzilcha—“God is your shadow.” How can God be a shadow, a mere image cast on the ground, created by our own image? If you stand bent over, then the shadow of God will be contracted and shrunken, but if your stand straight, the shadow will expand and grow mightily. In our community, when we stand with outstretched arms, God will be elevated and enlarged in our lives. God is reflected in our actions. Don’t think that only we live in God’s shadow, act as if God lives in ours.

***

You can view the entire text of the 2017 Atlanta Interfaith Manifesto, of which I was one of the first signers, at www.atlantainterfaithmanifesto. Hundreds of Atlanta leaders have now signed on.

RABBI BERG CAN BE REACHED AT: PBERG@THE-TEMPLE.ORG
January 2017 Bulletin

A 150th Anniversary Event:

The Temple Bombing

Alliance Theatre
Tuesday, February 28 @ 7:00 PM

See page 5 for details.